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P200
POWERCHAIR

P200
FLEXIBLE FUNCTIONS. FEATURE RICH
Advanced mobility has been redefined with the multiadjustable Rascal P200 powerchair from Electric Mobility
The Rascal P200 offers the very latest in flexible seating systems. It easily
meets a variety of everyday demands with an impressive multi-positional
seat which includes the capability to adjust backrest angle and tension.
The removable seat cushion for bespoke adaptions and coil spring suspension,
both ensure comfort is maximised. With a stylish design and outstanding finish
quality, the P200 excels in a wide variety of environments. Relax...it’s a Rascal.
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P200

OPTIONS
AVAILABLE

POWERCHAIR
Adjustable back and seat angle
provides flexible positioning

Elevating leg rests
with additional
calf support
One touch, easy to
use joystick controls
and accessible
charging point

Removable, wipe
clean covers

Back rest, with tension
adjustment, folds flat
for transportation
and storage
Fully adjustable and removable
sculpted arm rests for increased
width and side transfers

Adjustable head rest

Waterproof
clothing guard
Swing away
controller for
your convenience

Rear coil
suspension
Robust solid
tyres for
smooth traction

Adjustable swing
away leg rests
with quick
disconnect lever

Removable
battery packs

P200

FLEXIBLE FUNCTIONS. FEATURE RICH

Technical Specification

The level of flexibility that the P200

adjustable seat and back rest can be

powerchair from Electric Mobility offers

re-positioned to meet changing needs.

is exceptional. The swing away controller

Crash tested and with easy to access tie-

Maximum rider weight

136kg (300lb)

allows easier access under tables, side

down points, the P200 is ideal for users

Batteries

2x50Ah

transfers are straightforward with

who require hassle-free transportation in

Ground clearance

5cm (2'')

detachable arm rests while the fully

Your local Electric Mobility dealer

accessible vehicles. Relax...it’s a Rascal.

Overall length*

109cm (43'')

Overall width

67cm (26'')

Total weight
Maximum range (up

90kg (198lb)
to)†

26km (16mile)

Maximum speed

6.4kph (4mph)

For further details on the P200 powerchair
from Electric Mobility, or other models
in the extensive Rascal range –

Turning width

130cm (4’3”)

Castor wheel size

21cm (8.25”)

Drive wheel size

36cm (14”)

Maximum safe slope

8o

freephone 0800 252614
www.electricmobility.co.uk

Colour

Silver

* Overall length is measured with leg rests down.
† Range is calculated under test conditions. Weight of rider, terrain
and weather conditions can affect range of travel.

Electric Mobility Euro Limited, Canal Way, Ilminster, Somerset TA19 9DL
tel: 01460 258100 fax: 01460 258125 email: sales@electricmobility.co.uk
Due to a policy of continual improvement, Electric Mobility Euro Limited reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice.
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